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A college fights - and fails - to stay open 
Pennsylvania college copes with nucl~ar accident 
CARLISLE, PA (CPS) - The news, 
according to one administrator, arrived 
some 24 hours after the Initial, 
disabling incident at the Three Mile 
Island nuclear power plant near 
Harrisburg on March 28. 
Thus began a four-day effort by ad· 
mlnlstratora at Dickson College, a 
small liberal arts school that sits some 
26 miles away from the power plant, to 
keep Its students calm and Its campus 
open. After repeated radiation 
readings by nuclear physicists on the 
faculty, regular reminders to the 
students, several all-college meetings, 
and constant reassurances all around, 
the administrators eventually lost their 
battle. 
John Ross, Dickinson's public In· 
formation director, announced on 
Sunday, April 1, that classes would, af· 
ter all, be suspended through April 9. 
The suspension came despite readings 
that Indicated that, according to Ross, 
"there Is no danger to students on the 
campus.'' Evacuation plans extended 
In a 10·mlle radius from the power 
plant. Carlisle - and Dickinson - are 
26miles away. 
Nevertheless, student - and later, 
parental - anxieties were difficult to 
restrain. On Friday, March 30, Sarah 
Snyder of The Dlcklnsonian, the school 
paper, reported that "parents are 
driving up here and taking their kids 
away. A lot of people are on the roads 
hitchhiking out of here." 
Ross suggested only that 1'a lot 
more people left for home for the 
weekend than would normally do so." 
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By Sunday, the school administration 
received "many, many" calls from 
students and parents wanting to know 
If they should return to campus for 
classes.. 
After two all-college meetings Friday 
and Saturday night, the administration 
gave students the option of leaving 
campus, assuring them that they 
wouldn't be penalized If they fled until 
the crisis In Harrisburg was over. " But 
a lot of students," Ross reflected, "felt 
that the statement was somehow 
pressuring them to stay." On Sunday, 
President Sam A. Baker released a new 
statement, suspending classes 
without officially closing the campus 
for those who wished to stay. 
"We suspended classes because we 
didn't want the students to feel 
pressured Into staying. And, It wouldn't 
be feasible to carry on normal classes 
anyway. I think It'd be hard to sit 
through a lecture on Caesar's march 
through Gaul, when all you really want 
to do Is talk about Three Mile Island." 
Those students staying on campus 
- Ross estimates "about 40 percent" 
of the 1600·member student body 
remains - will get an especially· 
developed diet of classes during the 
suspension. Each department has 
concocted unofficial seminars and 
discussions. There'll be, of course. a 
series of what Ross calls "nuclear 
teach·lns," about measuring radloac· 
tivlty, the ways reactors work. and how 
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Wilbur, Commons, Boyd give views oi accident 
by Phil Czapla 
Newapealc staff 
The recent events that occured over 
the past weeks at Three Mile Island In 
Pennsylvania have prompted a.new, 
more cautious outlook concerning 
nuclear power. 
ihe~ burden of .future decisions 
regulating nuclear power will undoub· 
tedly rest upon the community of 
technical expects . scientists and 
engineers. The week, Newspeak Inter· 
viewed three prominent figures of the 
WPI community to learn their reactions 
to the Pennsylvania Incident. 
Professor LC. Wilbur, Director of the 
WPI Nuclear Reactor Facility and a 
strong proponent of nuclear power, 
spoke adamantly about the way the 
media had " blown the whole thing out 
of proportion." In his opinion, the 
Harrisburg situation hardly qualifies to 
be called a real disaster In light of the 
fact that there was no mass 
evacuation, no one was Injured or 
killed, and the most significant 
precaution of evacuating pregnant 
women and children had been carried 
out. 
Wilbur contends that the damage In· 
curred from this nuclear accident when 
compared with other accidents that 
occur with much greater frequency 
does not deserve the holocaust story 
reported by the press. Wilbur cited 
examples from his personal files of 
these other accidents, such as a 
railroad car gas explosion where 
thousands of people were evacuated 
anc;l many killed. He noted that this 
story had generated very little publicity 
even though its effects were far more 
deadly than the recent nuclear ac· 
cldent. 
As a further example of the media 
distortion of the facts, Wilbur related 
the story of a physics professor In 
Maine who this past week had reported 
significantly tllgher measurements of 
outdoor radiation. Media speculation 
was created that the Increased 
radiation had been carried by " winds" 
from Harrlsburi)· The situation got so 
far out of hand that the governor of 
Maine had to publlcally reassure the 
populace-that there was absolutely no 
danger. The Increased radiation was 
later found to be the result of the 
natural release of radon gas from the 
thawed soil, an event that occurs every 
spring. 
The amount of radiation exposure 
absorbed by humans In the 3 Mile In· 
cldent Is dismissed by Wilbur as being 
Insignificant. He reported that accor· 
ding to his latest figures, there was a 
total release of approximately 1800 
man Rems for the whole accident (a 
Rem Is a cumulative measure of 
human radiation exposure). To put this 
Prot. Wilbur 
figure into the proper perspective, 
vvuour quotea a NHli estimate tnat n 
takes 10,000 man Rems to produce 1 
cancer. At one point during the in· 
cldent. there was a measured 7 
millirems per hour across the river 
from the reactor facility. In contrast, 
Wilbur stated that a particular obser· 
vation point In the WPI reactor facility 
would safely expose a person to 10 
mllllrems per hour. 
With regard to the effectiveness of 
the NRC In Insuring nuclear safety, 
Wilbur believes that they are doing an 
effective job safeguarding the In· 
dustry. For example, when It was found 
that a contractor had made an error In 
calculating the effects of an earth· 
quake on one nuclear power ptant, 18 
Prof. Boyd 
other plants of similar design were 
immediately shut down 
Wilbur does not believe that the NRC 
can be improved, however, If It were to 
modify Its current policy. That policy 1s 
Interpreted by Wllbur as one In which 
safety would be assurred If enough 
regulations are made and properly 
complied with. He would prefer that an 
active compliance philosophy be 
adopted such that plant owners would 
be able to discuss regulations without 
fear of reprisal. Many times, he feels 
the NRC Is involved In bureaucratic 
Gift given for WPI women 
WPI has received a significant gift 
from an anonymous doner to be used 
as awards to women students pur· 
suing careers In eng_ineerlng or 
science, according to Thomas J. Den· 
ney, vice president for University 
Relations. 
The donor has requested that these 
awards be made In the spring to 
students who will be in the sophomore, 
Junior and senior classes the following 
September. The donor has also 
requested that women undergraduate 
students be Involved In nominating the 
candidates for awards. 
The Society of Women Engineers 
has been asked to develop a method of 
selecting nominees and submit a list 
of candidates to the selection commit· 
tee by April 15. Nominees need not be 
members of SWE. Judges will be 
Registrar Robert Long, chairman, Prof. 
John van Alystyne and Associate 
Ubrarlan Carmen Brown. 
Selection of winners will be based 
on academic performance, con· 
tributlons to the WPI community and 
the desire to pursue a professional 
career in either engineering or science. 
A suggested awards pattern Is S250 for 
the sophomore winner, S300 for the 
[continued to page 4] 
knltplcklng which In fact Is counter· 
productive to safety. 
Dr. Jerrold Commons. school 
physician Is also a member of the WPI 
Radiation Health and Safeguards 
Committee. In that capacity, he recent· 
ly spent time at a Preparation for 
Medical Care for Radiation Injuries 
Seminar at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory In Tennessee. 
According to Dr. Commons, the 
most potentially dangerous effects of 
the 3 Mile incident would not come 
from any direct radiation exposure, but 
rather from any Irradiated gasses 
related by the plant. 
The most dangerous radioactive gas 
emitted Is radioactive iodine. Since 
Iodine is readily absorbed by the body 
and concentrated in the thyroid gland. 
any Intake of radioactive Iodine could 
be harmful. 
Young children and pregnant women 
carry the greatest exposure risk and 
this Is why thiS group was given orders 
to be evacuated In Harrisburg. says 
Commons. 
The most likely way In which the 
radioactive Iodine would enter the 
body would be through contaminated 
cow's milk. If significant amounts of 
radioactive iodine had been released 
into the area. It would be absorbed by 
the grass. to be in turn eaten by the 
cow. Ultimately, the cow's milk would 
contain the radioactive Iodine. 
The effects of radioactive iod1ne 
concentrated In the thyroid usually are 
not known for 10·20 years after ex 
posure when thyroid nodules would be 
evtdent as the result of damage The 
nodules represent the destruction of 
thyroid tissue by the radioactive 
Iodine. 
According to official Information, 
there was tittle known release of 
radioactive iodine from the 3 Mile 
Island plant, and thus no biolog1cal 
danger. Amounts of radioactive kryp· 
ton and xenon gases were detected. 
but they pose no threat since they are 
chemically Inert and would not be ab-
sorbed by humans. As a precaution. 
however, cows In the area were taken 
Indoors and fed stored hay. 
In reaction to the statements of Prof. 
Wilbur, Prof. John M. Boyd, Prof of 
Mechanical Engineering, took an op· 
poslte view on the Issue of press 
coverage of the 3 Mile Island Incident. 
[continued to page 4] 
Pege2 NEWSPEAK 
(Editorials) 
There were two disasters on March 28, 1979. One Involved the ac· 
cldent at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant In Pennsylvania. The 
other Involved a large portion of the American press. It was obvious from 
the beginning that someone was not telling the truth. The power com· 
pany said one thing, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission said another, 
and the Pennsylvania State House said something else. The press did a 
good job In pointing this out. Where they failed was In their reports of the 
technical aspects of the accident. Even someone untrained In details of 
the workings of a nuclear power plant could see that something was 
wrong. Diagrams and facts of the accident varied from network to net· 
work, newspaper to newspaper, reporter to reporter, and even page to 
page. 
It Is the duty of the reporters Involved In reporting on the nuclear Issue, 
which some have called the "VIetnam of the 70's", to learn the basics 
of how these plants work. It's not all that complicated. We're not asking 
for all reporters to be nuclear engineers, but a little general knowledge 
would Improve their reporting on an Issue that Is here to stay. 
The outside experts all have something to gain by having the facts 
given as they want them to be given. It Is for this reason that the news 
media must el(her team the truth without these outside experts or hire 
their own experts, unbiased and with nothing to lose by reporting the 
truth. We're headed for the 21st century. Twentieth century reporters are 
going to be out of date. Now Is a good time to start preparing for this 
change. 
Kenneth J. Mandlle 
M.B.H. 
T.A.P. 
A notice on page three of today's Issue announces an open forum on 
the proposed Student Body Constitution. It Is a document that we have 
been waiting for for over a year. It Is not necessary to go Into details of 
the problems with the present constitution. It Is sufficient to say that It Is 
weak, contradictory, redundant, and ambiguous. 
Upon first reading the proposed constitution seems to be much im· 
proved. There are several minor points that should be corrected, but for 
the most part we find It acceptable. The method In which this con· 
stltutlon was written was not very Impressive, but the end result seems 
to have justified the means. 
Read the constitution carefully (Newspeak, March 6, page 6). Write 
down changes that you think should be made and bring them to the open 
forum. Surprisingly, this document really does affect you and the WPI 
community. 
Kenneth J . Mandlle 
All material for next week's Issue of WPI 
Newspeak Is due by Saturday at 9 a.m. 
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The China Syndrome 
A film about greed 
by George F. Will 
In Jane Fonda's new film , "The 
China Syndrome," the heroes are jour-
nalists. It has been well received by 
the press. It Is a thriller about an Im-
portant public Issue, and It should dis· 
turb people Interested In ethical con-
troversy and the rational assessment 
of technology. 
A Loa Angeles TV reporter (Fonda) 
Is at a nuclear plant when something 
unexplained causes panic In the con-
trol room. Her cameraman films the 
confusion, but her station won't use 
the film. The cameraman, a bearded 
Daniel Ellsberg type, steals the film, 
which some physicists say shows that 
"You're probably lucky to be alive -
ao Is the rest of southern california." 
(They aay he filmed a narrow escape 
from a "meltdown." If the water cool-
Ing a reactor drains away, the chain 
reaction stops, but the Inherent heat of 
the radioactive fuel aoare, melting 
what Ia beneath lt. "China syndrome" 
Is jargon for a meltdown that alnka 
through steel, concentrate and earth to 
China, or hits ground water and eenda 
radioactive steam Into the atmos-
phere.) The plant's supervisor dis-
cover slezes control of the reactor but a 
SWAT team machine-guns him. 
Artistic Ucense: The director calla 
this a " monster movie, " with " tech· 
nology" the monster. It also Is a con· 
splracy movie, agitprop against to-
day's targets, big government and big 
business. Now, there Is nothing Inher-
ently objectionable about entertain-
ment with a political message. The 
film "Grapes of Wrath" (starring Fen-
Technology presents a 
serious side of life, alien and 
unforgiving. 
da's father) aimed to move the public 
mind by depicting terrible facta about 
migrant labor. But the sort of fac1a 
" The China Syndrome" deals with 
should restrict artistic !Incense. They 
did no•. All art Is derivative from life, 
but a new genre Is parasitic upon pu~ 
lie affairs. It uses fact, where conve-
nient, for believability, and Implies, 
falsely, that the fiction Is a light coat-
Ing on a heavy core of fact. This movie 
is meticulous where It doee not matter: 
the control room Is a palnataJdng re-
creation of a real one. But the movie 
rests on fantasy rather than fact be-
cauee fac1 would not be as entertain-
Ing. 
To manipulate audiences Into anti-
nuclear hysteria, the film suggests 
that nuclear-power companies care-
lessly risk destroying their billion-dol-
lar Investments; that the Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commlaalon acta recklessly 
and secretively to spread nuclear pow-
er; that the NRC never has refused to 
license a plant; that exposing to air the 
top of a reactor's core would produce a 
meltdown; that there are no backup 
syatema to prevent the magnification 
of small human or mechanical mishaps 
Into meltdowns and the " China syn-
drome.'' The film's technical advisers 
like the film's stars, are anti-nuclear 
activists. Against them, Edison Electric 
Institute argues: 
" Even If the fuel could melt 
through the bottom of the reactor, the 
massive concrete-and-steel-reinforced 
containment building, and the founda· 
tlon, It would be about 50 feet under-
ground. By then, the fuel, which would 
be cooling all the time, would solidify 
Into a glassy, slagllke material, would 
stop, and would be completely contain· 
ed underground. Steam would be cap-
tured by the reactor's containment 
dome. The net public-safety outcome: 
zero deaths. zero InJuries.·· 
Fonda says of the film, "It wouldn't 
mean (expletive deleted) as a political 
statement If It didn't work as a thriller 
anyway." But Is wouldn't be thrilling 
If It were honest. Moral posturing Is 
easy when responsibility Ia remote: If 
entertainers mislead the public about 
energy alternatives, they risk no more 
than bad reviews. If government mis-
perceives the alternatives, they risk no 
more than bad reviews. If government 
misperceives the alternatives, the 
lights may go out . The case for nuclear· 
energy Is not that It Is risk-free. Many 
social choices, especially about 
energy, are such that people would 
understandably, prefer not to make 
them. But to govern Is to choose. The 
reasons for choosing nuclear energy 
are prudential: the alternatives are 
worse. 
It Is an energy source within the na-
tion. Less nuclear power means more 
oil and, especially, coal power. Coal Ia 
dangerous to mine and to burn. In· 
creased reliance on coal means, as an 
actuarial certainty, many thousands of 
premature deaths each year. Nuclear 
plants, like color-TV seta, give off 
minute amounts of radiation, but there 
Is more cancer risks In sitting next to 
a smoker than next to a nuclear plant. 
Society handles various substances aa 
dangerous aa nuclear wastes. The 
risks of calamities remain hypothetl· 
cal: no one has every been killed In a 
commercial plant accident. All the ac.. 
cldenta that anti-nuclear activists cite 
have been contained by atandard de-
fense-In-depth systems. As Samuel 
McCracken says, citing such accidents 
as proof that nuclear power Ia too dan-
gerous "Ia like trying to prove that 
cars are too dangerous by citing 
examples of safety belts working." 
Japanese reactors were unfazed by 
earthquakes registering 7.5 on the 
Richter scale. 
Recently, the NRC seems to have 
joined the Irrational quest for zero risk: 
It closed five plants In the East be-
cause pipes might not survive a severe 
Eastern earthquake, a geological event 
of astronomical Improbability. The 
closings will require more oil to be 
burned than would be saved by closing 
all U.S. gas stations on Sundays. Our 
descendants will be at least as depen-
dent as we are on petrochemicals and 
will rightly resent all such unnecessary 
uses of oil as fuel. 
For some people with an Itch tor 
moral action, life hasn't been the same 
since VIetnam, and anti-nuclear pro-
teat Is a way of scratching the Itch. Of 
course, as Don Marquis said, ''An Idea 
lsn 't responsible for the people who 
believe it.'' But note the selective 
skepticism: many who say government 
Is Incompetent to regulate reactors also 
say government Ia Incompetent to re-
gulate reactors also aay government Is 
competent to redistribute income, 
force Integration, supervise land use, 
regulate commerce and so on. 
And then there Is anti-technology, 
the Xenophobia of Intellectuals. Moet 
liberal-arts graduates have no slgnlfl· 
cantly greater comprehension of mod-
ern science than a hod carrier has, but, 
unlike a hod carrier, they regard scien-
tists as rivals for a scarce resource, 
prestige. (For many liberal-arts gradu-
ates, education was a matter of giving 
their "reaction" to Poe and their 
"opinion" of Yalta. They are offended 
by a science: physical laws are rudely 
Indifferent to the opinions of obserV-
ers. Technology presents a serious 
aide of ltfe, allen and unforgiving.] 
Movlemakers' mistakes are bad 
movies. Engineers' mistakes are bad 
bridges. 
Hard Choices: Fonda says that, 
" basically," her movie Is about 
"greed, " about " placing the public's 
Interest" In the hands of business 
people " whose primary Interest Is 
maximizing their profits." But speak· 
lng of the public's Interests, the public 
has an Interest In the truthful presen· 
tatlon of public Issues. And speaking 
of profits, the stars of ''The China Syn· 
drome" were paid, and Columbia Pic· 
tures Is not a nonprofit foundation. 
Fonda says " the movie's Intended as 
an attack on greed, not on nuclear 
energy. If I Intended to attack nuclear 
energy. I would have made a docu-
mentary." But a documentary lacking 
lurid fiction and acrupulously showing 
the hard choices and shades of gray In 
the nuclear debate would be leas po-
tent as propaganda, and commercially. 
As Fonda says, her film Is about 
greed. 
Copyright 1979 by Newsweek, Inc. All 
rJghts casetved~fl~rlnt b): perO'lJ&sJon. . 
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Voice of 
Energy branch 
at WPI 
On Aprll4, 1979 a meeting was held 
by student members of Muaachuseta 
Voice of Energy (MVOE). After the 
presentation of the Bylaws a vote was 
taken and the Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute Branch of M88811Chusetta 
Voice of Energy was created. 
MVOE Ia a grassroots organization, 
advocating a sensible national energy 
policy. MVOE promotes the develop-
ment of all energy sources and conser-
vation and promotes development of 
programs which will make the public 
aware of the energy problema of this 
region and the nation. MVOE Ia made 
up of people from both labor and pro-
feaalonal groups having a pro-energy, 
pro-national growth attitude. The or-
gan lzatlon 'a office Ia located In Boston. 
The objectives of the Student 
Branch are consistent with MVOE'a 
objectives: 
1. The development of an Informed 
electorate to recognize that a nation 
short of energy Ia a nation short of 
jobs, goods, and services. 
2. Increased commitment to domes-
tic energy sources and reduction of 
dependence of foreign oil. 
3. Utilization of established energy 
sources and development of alterna-
tive sources conelatent with the techni-
cal, economic, supply, and environ-
mental limitations of ..ch and as ap-
propriate to specific usee. 
There Ia a need for public awareneea 
In regard to the energy problem and Is 
alternatives. If you are a graduate or 
undergraduate, full or part-time WPI 
student and wlah to find out more 
about MVOE and membarahlp In the 
WPI Branch contact: Ham Van de 
Berg Box 1890, Chairman; Mark H&-
bert, M.E. office, VIC»-Chalrman; Jan 
Tauc, Jr., M.E. office, Secretary; 
Charlea Bleakney, M.E. office, Treas-
urer; Prof. John A. Mayer, Jr., M.E. 
office, Faculty Advleor. 
CO·OPJOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Attention 
Sophomores & Juniors 
Co"()p job opportunities 
are available In moat 
engineering disciplines for 
next work period, June 1, 
1979 to Jan. 25, 1980. 
Combines opportunity to 
get career-related ex· 
perlence and earn at same 
time. 
IMPORTANT- lnterea· 
ted students must register 
at once with: Frank C. 
Benner, Director, Under· 
graduate Employment 
Placement, Boynton Hall, 
1 t floor. 
' 
LOTTERY 
DATES 
Wedneld•y, Aprtl 4th to 
Frtct.y, Aprtl13th 
lottery Cerda will be available at the 
Office of Student Affal,., Resident Ad· 
visors, and the Accounting Office. 
Frtday, April 13th 
All Lottery Carda must be turned In by 
5:00 p.m . to the Office of Student Af· 
fairs. (NOTE: Accounting Office closes 
at 4:00p.m.). 
Tuelday, Aprtl17th 
lottery held In the Wedge; 8:00 p.m. 
- Ellsworth/Fuller Selection; 8:30p.m. 
-Women's Lottery; 7:00p.m. - Men's 
lottery. 
Thuraday, April 19th 
6:00p.m.- Women's Room Choice; 
6:30p.m. - Men's Room Choice; Held 
In the Wedge. 
May 3rd, 1 • 5 p.m. 
Ticket Window of the Office of 
Student Affairs, Ellsworth & Fuller pay 
ACD ($50.00) and sign contracts. 
May 4th, 1 • 5 p.m. 
Ticket Window of the Office of Student 
Affairs, Men & Women General Draw, 
pay RCD ($50.00) and sign contracts. 
There will be a meeting of the Committee 
of Concerned Students (CCS) on Thursday, 
April12, at 4:151n the Pub. All are welcome. 
There will be an OPEN FORUM concerning the 
proposed STUDENT BODY CONSTITUTION on 
Thursday, April 12, at 7:00p.m. In the Wedge. All 
Interested students are encouraged to attend. 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING 
The next meeting of the Executive Council of Student Government will 
be Tuelday, Aprtl10, •t 4:15p.m. In the Office of Student Affalra Confer· 
enceRoom. 
The Agenda Include• committee reports concerning the dlatrlbutlon of 
petltlona which ask to make the drinking ega • referrendum queatlon. 
Slmllarlly, methods are being developed to, once again, reglater students 
to vote at City Hillin Worceater. 
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Student Government Elections 
Cathy Reed 
Michael Herberg 
louis Paleckl 
John Goodwin 
Class of 1980 
Chris Dennison 
John Apostolou 
Arthur Huggard 
Philip Miles 
Gilbert Martin 
Robert Guarasl 
candace Buckley 
Edward Szkutak 
Elaine O'Neill 
Robert Kennedy 
Class of 1981 
Fred Rucker 
Dennis Wysocki 
Charles Wilder 
Elizabeth Roth 
Timothy Daley 
William Alexander 
Debbie Johnson 
Glenn Gerecke 
William Miller & 
Douglas Norton 
Class of 1982 
Mark Morawlec 
Andrew Montelli 
Keith Davies 
Jamie Wakullch 
Ann Noga 
Stuart Joseph 
Deborah Bromley 
Cynthia Gagnon 
. .. , 
------·· " .... ___ Coo ... ,'-
( tiiOf>) 
f ftl-l 
cttiU)) 
un _,... ,. ALL -• 
cancu (II ,.. -.... ,-...-u.~ • 
..... . + - .._,, ........... 
...... ~,. 
276votes 
189votea 
166votes 
Unopposed 
60votes 
59 votes 
43votes 
43votes 
88votes 
82votes 
128votes 
69votaa 
115votes 
nvotes 
59 votes 
53 votes 
36votes 
94votes 
48votes 
Unopposed 
Unopposed 
Unopposed 
Unopposed 
Unopposed 
131 votes 
81 votes 
48votes 
Unopposed 
130 votes 
115votes 
Unopposed 
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NEWSPEAK T~aY,AQrll10, 1979 
... Dickinson 
••• 
Wilbur, Commons and Boyd 
[continued from page 1] 
radiation Is spread by the winds. The 
classics department, on the other 
hand, Is holding a seminar on " The 
Last Days of Pompeii." 
How did the administrators respond 
to the crisis so quickly? Dickinson's 
might have been better prepared than 
others. President Baker used to teach 
a course on crisis management at the 
University of Florida med school. 
Dickinson, moreover, holds semi · 
annual administrative seminars. Last 
fall's seminar was devoted to planning, 
and the lab session, according to 
Ross, was "an exercise In emergency 
planning. Nobody believes It when I tell 
them now, but It's true." 
... Gift 
[continued from page 1] 
JUnior and $350 for the senior recipient. 
The donor has suggested that the 
awards recognize and be named for 
women who have made major con· 
tributlons to WPI In the past, with the 
award names varied over the years to 
recognize as many women as possible. 
The 1979-80 Awards will be named in 
honor of Gertrude A. Rugg, Bonnie· 
Blanche Schoonover. and the late Ellen 
Knott. Miss Rugg served as registrar 
from 1919 until her retirement In 1959 
when she was given the title of 
Regtstrar Emerita. Mrs. Schoonover 
was named librarian Emerita in 1964 
after 22 years as the WPIIibrarlan. Mrs. 
Knott had been secretary to the head 
of the department of mechanical 
engineering for 14 years at the time of 
her death in 19n. 
Newspeak 
needs 
writers 
Come 
to our 
writers' 
meetings 
every 
Monday 
at 4 p.m. 
In Riley 01 
next to 
the Pub 
entrance 
[cont inued from page 1] 
Boyd Is furious over the technical 
community for what he terms their 
"hubris" or Insolent, arrogant attitude 
toward the whole accident. Boyd 
believes that the state of events has 
evolved to the point where the sclen· 
lists and engineers have grown lnsen· 
sitlve to the feelings of the general 
TKE 
On Saturday, March 31, Tau Kappa 
Epsilon International Fraternity kicked 
off a mammoth project when five 
young men, from all parts of the coun-
try, started out on a 77-day, 3300-mlle 
kegroll to benefit St. Jude's Children's 
Research Hospital. The kegroll began 
at City HaJI Plaza In Boston at 10 AM. 
They arrived at WPI 's TKE chapter 
that evening, and relaxed at a party 
thrown by the local chapter. Tired but 
determined, they woke up the next 
morning to run the second leg of their 
trip. Nine members of Zeta-Mu Chap-
ter here at WPI ran with the National 
Five, with one member from both 
groups running with the keg for two-
mile shifts. Nine hours and sixty miles 
later, the keg arrived at Its destination 
In Springfield, where a combination of 
Tekes from Western New England and 
American International Colleges help· 
ed push the keg to Hamden, Conn. 
And on and on across the country the 
keg rolls ... 
As the keg leaves New England, the 
Brothers of Zeta-Mu Chapter wish the 
five national kegrollers luck, and hope 
that other Teke chapters have as much 
fun doing It as we did. Congratulations 
to the nine local runners for a job well 
done. Thanks to all who collected 
pledges (which totalled over $1500), to 
Paul and Lou for the rides back, and to 
Jeff and his family for the great rest 
break for the National Five! 
But the Brothers of Zeta-Mu would 
especially like to thank the members of 
the W PI community, without whose 
support the kegroll wouldn' t have 
been such a huge success. 
The following will be 
the Board Rates 
for 1979·1980 
Seven Day Meal Plan $1,065 
Five Day Meal Plan $980 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
National Science Foundation 
Industrial Undergraduate Research Participation Projects 
at GTE Laboratories Incorporated 
June 5 • August 12, 1979 
~llcatlon Deadline - Aprll18, 1979 
Student• may obtain further Information and application forms 
from their major department orthe Chemlatry Department office. 
Work For Social Change 
And Get Paid 
MASS FAIR SHARE is looking for students to 
do fundraising and consumer education for the 
summer. 
PAID positions are available. 
Interviews On Campus April17, 1979, 
10:00 - 3:00 Sign Up In OGCP, 
3rd Floor, Boynton Hall. 
. 
public. The paradoxic doubletalk 
brought forth from the spokesmen 
saying that we have a problem, but that 
there Is no real problem typifies the 
technical communities' attitude, ac· 
cording to Boyd. 
Boyd does not think that the press 
blew the Incident out of proportion by 
any means. " There were a lot of 
scared, really terrified people out 
there." 
"We can no longer take the stand of 
being one dimensional , thing oriented, 
Insensitive engineers and think silently 
If only they (the general public) were 
smart enough to understand the real 
situation.'' According to Boyd, 
fostering this attitude can only serve to 
alienate the general public to the point 
where they no longer trust the 
technical community. 
Boyd does not wish to take side with 
the arguments of the safety of nuclear 
plants vs. coal mining or other energy 
sources. What Is more Important In his 
view, Is that the technical community 
acts In the humanistic sense that Is In 
fact extolled by the WPI plan: 
"We need, In fact, 'technological 
humanists ' who are professionally 
competent In their technical fields and 
humanely aware of what needs to be 
done and why." (from The WPI 
Philosophy of Education) 
Members of the WPI Scuba Club took a dlve tor the 
American Heart Association. Shown here are members ot 
the club playing monopoly. The glass on the surface Is tor 
spectators to see the action. 
HI&HLIID PHIRIICI 
104 HIGHLAND ST~EET WORCESTER, MASS. 
, ll PillE 111 ... 14 )=\ 10% DISCOUIT 
on moat drug atore needa with WPI 1.0. 
I 
BAR BERING 
HAIRSTYLING 
COMPLETE FAMILY 
HAIR CARE 
r&eair [j oday 
CENTRAL BUILDING 
ROOM 201 
332 MAIN ST 
APPOINTMENTS 799·6100 
WALK·INS WELCOME' SCIENTIFIC HAIR PRODUCTS 
A 
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NEWSPEAK 
What is mountaineering all about? Funny you should ask 
Because we just happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, life's little 
coincidences.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science and an art. 
Yet anyone :with a thirst for excellence and normally 
developed skills can master it. Simply study: 
.&.U\.A&.&.IoJ and follow them faithfullyj 
a Okay, here's ewhere the fun be-
ginS. Hold the mountain 
firmly in your lett hand. 
grasp the mountain 
top with your right 
hand and twist 
the little fella off. 
There you go. 
poured, pacing becomes paramount. As any seasoned 
mountaineer will tell you, the only way to down a mountain 
1s slowly, smoothly and steadily- savoring every swallow of the 
brew that iS Busch. If you're a bit awkward at first, don't be 
disc<JUra€ed. Perfection takes practice. Soon enough, having 
emptied your and filled will be a 
I'Jg.l~. PJg.S~. 
Dorrt just reacll for a beer. Head for the mountains. 
' P~6 NEWSPEAK 
The Jr. Prom Committee 
Class of 1980 
Proudly Presents ~ 
The New Riders of the Purple Sage 
also appearing 
Zonkaraz 
Friday, April 20th 8:00p.m. 
WPI Undergraduate Students $4.50 
WPI Staff & Facul.ty $5.50 
General Admission $7.00 
Tickets go on sale in the Daniels Ticket 
Window on Tue.sday, April10, 1979 from 1l·4 
and will be sold at that time up to the day of the show. 
NOTE: TICKETS GO ON SALE TO GENERAL PUBLIC 
ON SATURDAY, APRIL 14th 
No Alcoholic Beverages Allowed 
NEWSPEAK 
The Jr. Prom Committee invites you 
to come 
Pap7 
'Somewhere Over The Rainbow' 
and dance to the music of 
and for your entertainment, the comedy of 
EDMONDS & CURLEY 
"' 
Saturday, April 21, 1979 
WPI Undergraduate Students 
- $8.00 per Couple {per I.D.) 
Tickets go on sale in the Daniels Ticket 
Window on Thursday, April 12, 1979 from 11·4 
and will be sold til Frtday, April 20, 19'19. 
B.Y.O.B. (no kegs or coolers please) 
Mixers, crackers & dip, ice and 
glasses will be available for your 
• conven1ence. 
-
·-
NEWSPEAK Tueedey, Aprtl10. 1811 
SAE 9th annual 
car rallye 
Get psyched, It ' s time again for the 
SAE Car Rallye. This year's rallye will 
be held on April 28 and It should be en-
joyable and challenging at the same 
time. The Rallye again this year Is 
betng run by rallyists experienced In 
both organization and actual competi-
tion . Not only will you be able to ex-
perience an excellent Rallye route, but 
there will be refreshments at the finish 
line (hot dogs, sauerkraut, and beer), a 
great party that night and prizes for 
the winners. Proceeds from the Car 
Rallye activities will be donated to 
Friendly House of Worcester. Friendly 
House Is a Worcester charity organiza-
tion which serves the Worcester area 
by providing an assortment of educa-
tional and recreational programs for 
Worcester children. 
This year the Rallye will again be a 
novice class Rallve (no previous rallye 
experience Is necessary, anyone with a 
drivers license and a car Is a potential 
ratlyist). The Rallye Ia a tie, distance 
RaJ lye; you will be given a set of coded 
instructions or clues to help you 
through the route. The route Is ap-
proximately seventy miles long and 
should take between three and four 
hours to complete. It will be divided 
1nto various (legs) with checkpoints be-
tween the legs to record your times. If 
you go the proper route at the speed 
specified by the instructions, your time 
will be close to the exact time comput-
ed by us for that leg. The closer you 
get to the exact time, the better your 
score will be. So gttt your calculator 
charged up. 
Don 't forget that If you can't make 
the Rallye, the finish line will be fun all 
afternoon and the party will be one to 
remember. 
To enter: Just fill out the entry form 
in this week's Newspeak and send it. 
with the five dollar entry fee, to WPI 
Box 2515, or drop It off at the Rallye 
booth , which will be set up In the 
wedge the week of April 23-27. Entry 
t>tanks can also be obtained at the 
booth. The deadline for entries will be 
4 pm, April 27. The number of entrles 
will be limited, so enter early. 
The Railey will start Saturday morn-
Ing, April 28, on the Quad. You will be 
notified of your exact starting time by 
Friday night. (If you are not notified by 
Friday night, show up In the wedge at 
8:30 Saturday morning.) If you have 
any questions, call Dick Schneider or 
Tim Fisher at 757·9686 or Ed John· 
son at 757-1767. 
UMOC 1979 
by Donald Pclorkowski 
Do you have an ugly person In yQUr 
organization? If so, enter that person 
in the Ugly Man On Campus Contest, 
sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega. The 
1dea ts to dress up ugly. The person 
receiving the moet votes for being the 
ugliest person on campus will receive a 
trophy and the proceeds will be do-
-nated to charity of the winner's choice. 
Voting will take place In the wedge on 
April 19 and 20 from 11 am to 1 pm, 
and on April 21 . Ballots will only cost 
2s. a piece and will be placed In a bal-
lot box under a picture of the candidate 
of your choice. Your name, address, 
and telephone number will be filled In 
on the ballot. From the box containing 
the most ballots a name will be drawn 
for another prize yet to be announced. 
Just fill out the UMOC entry form and 
return It to Box 2566 to be eligible. 
ENTRY FORM 
IIUST BE RETURNED BY APRIL!1l, U71, BEFORE 2:00P.M. 
RETURN TO 80X NO. 2511 
ENTRY FEE 12.00 
OONTurrAHrSNAM~ ------------~----~----------­
OONTurrANrSAG~ -------------------------------­
CONTESTANrSSCHOOLADDRE~----------------------­
HOUSE AFFILIAT10N OR SPONSOR (If any): 
WINNER ANNOUNCED APRIL 21st 
J.P. poster contest 
1) Posters should be judged according to adherence 
to theme, originality, creativity, and color. 
2) Posters should be in by Friday, April 20, at 12 
noon, and have some kind of identification on them. 
3) Poster size should be a minimum of 18 square 
feet, and a muimum of 36 square feet. 
4) Theme is "Over the Rainbow" 
5) Prizes: 1st - $100 Ping Pong Table; 2nd 
Backgammon Set;.lrd- Keg. 
Any questions, contact: 
Jim Wilbur, Box 680 
Saturday, 
SAE 
April 28th 
9th A11ml 
Car 
1laljJJ~ 
--~----PRE·REGISTRATIONFORM-------1 
ENTRANT _________________________________________ __ 
CAR 
PREFERRED STARTING TIME(9-11 a.m.) ------------------
FRATEANfTY OR GROUP 
PHON.._ _____________ ADDRESS·------------------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SEND WITH PAYMENT OF $5.00 TO: RALLYE CHAIRMEN, SIGMA ALPHA I 
EPSILON, 8 HUMBOLDT AVE., WORCESTER, MA 01609 or WPI BOX 2515. I 
L-------------------------------
DETAILS 
1. Entrance fee Is $5.00 per car. There Is no limit to the number of 
passengers In a car. 
2. Starting point: WPI Quad. 
3. Finishing point: SAE, Humboldt Ave. 
4. Departure time of first car: 9 a.m. 
5. DATE: SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1979. 
8. RALL YE PARTY: 8:00 p.m. at SAE, all rallylsts are cordially Invited. 
Winners will be announced during the party. 
7. Entrant• should reglater In the Wedge (the connector between WPI'a 
Daniela and Morgan Halls) at least 45 min. prior to t~ :r respective starting 
tlm88 to provide enough time to atudy this year's rut;.. ... 
9. Group regula tiona: 
a) minimum entry: 3 cars 
b) maximum entry: 8 cars 
c) best three acores will be added for the total group score 
d) the loweat group score wtll be the wtnner 
e) fraternities, etc. may enter more than one group. 
1979 Chariot race rules 
- Race shall begin promptly at 1:00 
p.m. on Aprll21, 1979. 
- Entrants must be present with 
chariot and team roster Including 
chariot name by 12:00 noon so judging 
may begin. 
- A limit of two trophies per team 
shall be Imposed. 
Beet Design 
- Chariots will be judged on adher· 
ence to "Wizard of Oz" theme (I.e. 
Imagination, creativity, and oolor-
fulne88). 
-Judging: Three judges will decide on 
best overall design. 
Fastest 
- Chariots shall be pulled by eight 
man teams. Each team shall be 
required to change In their specified 
area (must start, change, and finish 
with four men). 
- Teams falling to clear the ch~ge 
area upon change will be disqualified. 
RILEY 
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- Two chariots shall compete per 
race. 
- All teams shall run In the first 
heat with the four fastest teams 
qualifying for the second heat. 
- The fastest team In the second 
heat shall be crowned winner. 
- Two false starts requires team 
disqualification. 
Best Overall 
- The team scoring the lowest 
cumulative point total (I.e. one point for 
first place, two points for second 
place, four points for third place, etc.) 
In both the above categories shall be 
crowed Best Overall Chariot. 
- In the event of a tie, the best 
looking chariot shall win. 
- Announcement of race winners 
and the presentation of trophies shall 
follow the last race. 
- Decision of judges are final. 
DANIELS 
-
1• No. 1 
I GYM 
Chariots will start and finish at their respect ire lines 
ACROSS 
1. Fixed opine 
4. Thinp f&own 
8. Recount 
12. Timber tMe 
18. Eneoura,.e 
toCl'ime 
a. Hautboy 
16. Weakly 
Mntimental 
17. Harp on 
maliciously: 
2 wda. (alanl') 
18. Requirement 
19. Feel re,.ret for 
20. Teased; 
ridiculed 
22. Joyful 
24. Air-raid wam-
lnl' airnal 
26. Kind of lily 
27. Musical tone 
29. -dUm., by 
the day 
80. - down, soft 
atuftin&' 
82. Bible man 
88. Toward 
84 - say, con-
aider probable 
86. Fiab from a 
moving boat 
87. Mailed a 
aeeonci time 
89. - of Wight 
40. Irritated 
42. Fiaaure 
44. Irrawaddy, 
for one 
46. Spanked 
.S. Baker's need 
61. Dry 
50. Blunder 
61. Be continpnt 
52. Sacroaanet 
68. Boun of work 
DOWN 
1. Drive into 
2. 50 atatea: 
abbr. 
3. Lightnlnl''• 
follower 
4. Small valley 
6. Tolerate 
6. Dreaa alze 
7. Toward 
8. Small wil' 
9. Receded 
10. Cut of meat 
11. Imparted 
16. Caribou 
17. Sharp reply 
19. Noiae in 
breath inc 
20. Enthralled 
21. Margarine 
23. Burdened 
26. Puzr.ling 
problem 
27. Lounce lasily 
28. Qualifted 
31. An,ered 
82. Elbowed 
84. Try to justify, 
aa a poaitlon 
86. Fruit peel 
87. Poe'a bird 
88. Follow behind 
40. Whip handle 
41. Buay place 
..ca. Mary Baker -
46. Big-leai'Uer 
46. Time ~riod 
47. Washer cycle 
49. Cry of 
aurpriae 
c 
R 
0 
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Solution on page 10 
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Student Government minufes 
The minutes of the Executive Coun-
cil meeting of Thursday, April 5, 1979 
were as follows: 
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
Social Committee - Cliff Weiner 
Glenn Deluca (pub manager) discus-
sed proposed revisions In Pub pollclee, 
programming, and scheduling In light 
of the raising of the drinking age. The 
following schedule was propoeed: 
Monday, Friday, and Sunday - the 
main room will be closed (beer will be 
served only In the smaller back room); 
Tuesday - a mini-film series In the 
main room; Wednesday- Dance Night 
with both rooms open (beer to be sold 
and consumed In the small room 
only!); Thursday • Coffeehouaea will 
be moved from the Wedge Into the 
main room. A small snack bar will 
serve coffee, tea, and food; Saturday-
bands will appear occasslonally - per-
haps one per month. 
There will be no beer served /sold on 
Spree Day this year since nearly 40% 
of the students will be underage. 
WPI shall not take a dlslpllnary 
stand on the drinking age Issues - It 
will be the Individual's own responsi-
bility to obey the law. 
IRHC 
Lottery cards and Rooming Polley 
sheets are available from RA's (and 
the Office of Student Aftalrs). Notices 
concerning the room lottery shall ap-
pear in this Issue of Newspeak. 
Commlt1 .. of Concerned Students 
The CCS Ia currently looking Into the 
problema of sign-up for raquetball 
courts. Also a "positive check-off sys-
tem" forM .... PIRG on tuition billa Ia 
being Investigated. Thla would allow 
people to knowingly add two dollars to 
their bill, rather than unknowingly 
support the organization. 
• CAMPUS HEARING BOARD 
Elections are to be held aoon. 
Nomlnatlona were made for a Fa-
culty position on the CHA.. 
- NEW BUSINESS 
A Open Forum on the proposed Stu-
dent Government Constitution will be 
held In the Wedge on Thursday, April 
12, 1979. 
A state-wide petition to get a refer-
endum to lower the drinking age on 
the ballot In the fall Is to be circulated 
on campus. Only registered Massa-
chusetts voters may sign the petition • 
and only a petition for their home 
town. Watch for further announce-
menta. 
Consortium Student Government in-
teraction Ia to be looked Into - especial-
ly concerning the drinking age Issue. 
The next Executive Council meeting 
shall be on Tuesday, Aprll10, 1979, at 
4:15 p.m. In the Student Affairs con-
ference room. 
Respectfully submitted, 
John F. Goodwin 
Secretary 
( Classifieds J 
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SELLING: Six foot showcase desk, 140 ATTENTION: M.O.S.R.A. (modified) 
or B.O., Boxsprlng and mattress $15 OSRA has emerged. 
either, $25 both. Contact box 2217 or 
call Rachel: 753·9684. 
FOR SALE: Flat X119, 1979, In excellent 
condition, white with brown Interior, 
$1300 put Into extras Including 
removable glass roof, magwheels, and 
AM·FM stereo cassette, only 28,000 
miles $3500 or best offer. 655-7571 . 
H.A.L.: Sorry to hear that the ship went 
down with all hands aboard ... Good 
thing you didn't get Harrisburg! Good 
luck next tlme ... Scoop. 
BEAT the drinking age Increase! I! Go 
to Dance Night this week and enjoy 
good music, good brew, and a couple 
of surprises. You REALLY don't want 
to miss this oneii! ... Be there ... Aiohalll 
CONGRATULATIONS on your 21st 
birthday Bobby. Now that you 're old 
and senile, maybe you can spend more 
time on your favorite hobby- Frisbee. 
THE FRATERNAL ORDER of the CLT Is 
pleased to announce the Initiation of 
Brother Stephen Ronald Brodeur. Mr. 
Brodeur, a freshman EE, has com· 
pleted his pledge project which has 
earned him the coveted Commuter 
Merltus Award (see previous releases) 
A post-ceremony celebration will be 
held at Brother Brodeur' s house 
following Friday's Induction. All are 
cordially Invited to attend. Llqu1d 
refreshments will be supplied by 
Brother Brodeur. 
TO ALL PEOPLE, Let Easter be In your 
heart . The Prophet . 
LOOKING for Individuals willing to for· 
sake all the momentary pleasures of 
life, to live to truth. High commitment 
necessary, but eternal rewards Will 
take anyone who will come. J.C 
-
-Plg!10 NEWSPEAK 
Another award bestowed 
Doherty aii-~CAC 
by Kevin Raczynski 
Sports Information Director, WPI 
Kevm Doherty, a 5'10" point-guard 
from Manchester, NH, has earned yet 
another post ... eason award for his out· 
standing playmaklng this past season 
for Head Coach Ken Kaufman and the 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
basketball team. 
Doherty, a senior co·captaln, was 
named to the 1978·79 AII·ECAC 
Division Ill Basketball team - New 
England Region. A total of 40 players 
were honored, 10 from each region -
Southern, Metro NY·NJ, Upstate NY 
and New England. 
uf the 10 players chosen from the 
New England Region , there were 
three guards. Doherty of WPI. James 
Connery of Wesleyan and Peter Hams 
of Western New England. The five for· 
wards chosen were Kevin Clark of 
Clark, Eric Fuller of Rhode Island 
College, Donovan Little of Suffolk, 
Mike McGee of Colby, and Bob Mobley 
of Coast Guard. The two centers 
chosen were Dave Mcleish of Coast 
Guard and Mickey Natoli of Fitchburg 
State. 
The AII·ECAC laurel becomes the 
fourth post·season honor awarded to 
Doherty. He has already been named 
to the National Association of Basket· 
ball Coaches AII·New England Firat 
Team, the UPI AII·New England First 
Team, and WPI'S Team MVP by the 
Worcester Area Basketball Coaches, 
Sportswriters and Sportscasters 
Association. 
Doherty, a former AII.City guard for 
Trinity High School In Manchester, 
scored 11.3 points and added a team 
record 9.5 assists for the Engineers 
this past season which translated Into 
48 per cent of all WPI field goals 
scored. He was considered New . 
England's premier point-guard In 
Division Ill, and,.Judglng by the number 
of his post-season awards, that con· 
tention seems to be very well sup· 
ported. 
(Music scoop) 
Dooble Brothers and Dead lose members 
New album for Pink Floyd 
by VInnie Asclotl 
Newspeak staff 
These are the facta; not Just Idle 
rumors. 
Guitarist Jeff "Skunk" Baxter and 
drummer John Hartman have bid adieu 
to the Oooble Brothers. 
The word came tust last week. when 
the vicious rumors Involved the 
possible exit of keyboards-vocalist 
Michael McDonald, plus stories that 
the entire group would break up. 
Word from Warner Bros. said that 
Hartman will study veterinary medicine 
and spend more lime raising horses at 
his ranch In California . Also, Baxter 
will devote more time to producing, 
and he Is expected to do more 
sesstons. 
Apparently, the stories of Me· 
Donald's departure were brought to the 
general public's attention by NEW 
YORK POST music columnist Lou 
O'Neill. It has also been said that Me· 
Donald never contemplated leaving. 
The group will start touring April 17, 
and a press release said that the 
Doobles, who now consist of Me· 
Donald , guitarist Pat Stmmons, bassist 
nran Porter, and drummer Keith Knud· 
sen, will be on tour through September. 
Ron Wood, guitarist for the Rolling 
S•ones. has apparently decided to 
launch his own tounng band, along 
w1th Stone Ke1th Rtchards. Mtnd you, 
the two w111 stay with les' Stones 
desp1te a tour. 
Here's some good words for Pink 
Floyd tans: David Gilmour and com· 
pany are presently at Brlttania Row 
Sludios 1n London, recording a double 
album Also on the Pink Flo)'d ledger Is 
a film which Is now being put together 
to be used on the upcoming Pink Floyd 
tour, once the lp Is released. The film Is 
said to be a followup that was used for 
the animated film that was shown on 
the band's 1976-n tour. 
Keith and Donna Godchaux have left 
the Grateful Dead to pursue their own 
projects. The Dead will reportedly use 
sidemen for Its short May tour of East 
Coast colleQes. Will they hit WPI for 
Spree Day? Just asking. 
Elvis Costello got an eyeful In 
Cleveland recently. It seems that Elvis 
was having dinner with Stephen Stills 
In a Cleveland restaurant, when 
Costello made derogatory remarks 
about Elvis Presley and Ray Charles. 
Then, Bonnie Brammlet, who Ia touring 
with Stills, hauled off and knocked 
Costello on his butt. 
Phil Spector, the creator of the wall· 
of·sound, may finally get his wish : 
producing the next Ramones' studio lp. 
Right now, Spector Is putting the final 
mlxlngs on the Ramones' soundtrack 
to their film, "Rock 'n' Roll High 
School." The Soundtrack will Include 
some Ramones' tunes, plus songs 
from Allee Cooper, Nlke lowe, and 
Paul Mccartney and Wings . 
Speaking of McCartney, the former 
Beatie has reportedly been guaranteed 
a hefty $20 million for his next three 
albums for Columbia . Also, he and 
former comrade John lennon will 
share an estimated $40 million In 
songwrltlng royalties from "Sgt . 
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" 
film, and other entertainments. 
Next week, I'm going to take a look 
at the Orleans' "Forever" album, and 
Graham Parker and the Rumor's 
"Squeezing Out Sparks" lp. 
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IYFchamps 
by Henry Boezl 
Newspeak stall 
To most participants, IM Basketball 
or for that matter any IM sport, Is 
nothing more than a release, an ap· 
preclatlon for competition or playing 
for THE HOUSE. (strange opening 
paragraph) 
In 1975, a somewhat promising 
basketball recruit came to WPI. 
However after playing one year on J.V. 
Sid Fitzgerald Incurred many knee 
problems which prevented him from 
playing varsity. He turned to IM 
basketball and soon IYF was born. 
(straight reporting s_ ks) Two years 
later the story reached a climax (hope 
the Jesus freaks don't mind my word· 
lng). When they blew away FIJI three 
weeks ago 90-54. At no point was the 
game ever In doubt as Sid had 30 pts. 
Hawk 2 and Zlggy had one foul to get In 
the book. Congratulations to Sid, 
Hawk, Bear, Honda Mak, Jorden, Zlggy. 
Here are the other AII·IM teams: 2nd 
team Nevels, LCA, Lasaplo IYF, Makl 
IYF, Marino Gam, lawler KAP. No. 3 
team, Finn LCA, McBride KAP, Ford, 
Schab, Kelleher Slg EPS. 6th man goes 
to the Hawk. See you on spree day -
maybe. 
REMINDER 
Beginning D-term, ID cards will be 
required at the gym. 
N E Rep presents 
A Doll's House 
by Lynn Hadad 
Newspeak stall 
located on Oxford Street (off of 
Pleasant Street) lies an old renovated 
building - home of the New England 
Repertory Theatre. The N.E. Rep was 
started six years ago by Jon Knowles, 
who Is presently the president of the 
corporation. Under his direction, the 
company has performed many plays 
and passed through many houses In 
search of a permanent home. In 1976, 
the N.E. Rep purchased the Oxford 
Street Friends' Meetinghouse, which 
was In sore need of repair. The com· 
pany with the help of friends from the 
community has renovated the old 
building Into a place of beauty -
highly polished maple floors, stained 
glass, etc. But of course a buldlng Is 
nothing but an empty shell If It doesn't 
have the proper atmosphere. For· 
tunately, the N.E. Rep Is not lacking In 
this department. The combination of a 
small number of seats (99) and near· 
ness to the stage (no more than thirty 
feet) triggers first a type of closeness 
among audience members and then In 
Crossword solution 
turn an agreeable association with the 
actors. 
The N.E. Rep Ia presently performing 
Henrlk Ibsen's A Doll's House (thru 
May 6). This play, though set In the 
19th century, still strikes a familiar 
cord with contemporary audiences. 
The leading lady, Nora Helmer (played 
by VIrginia Mazur), after playing the 
part of the demure little puppy dog In 
the first two acts, comes back In the 
third to apeak out against being a 
man's possession, plaything, doll. Tor· 
vald, her husband (played by Jon 
Knowles}, Is totally flabbergasted by 
her outburst. He can't fathom the fact 
that his wife, a mere women, has 
feelings and needs also. 
The company Is small, but after 
viewing the performance and taking a 
look around the theatre, one realizes 
that they are Jacks·of.all·trades, but 
unlike the old cliche, they are masters 
of all. The play Is done extremely well 
and should not be missed. Perfor-
mances are Thurs., Fri., Sat. at 8 p.m. 
and Sun. at 2 p.m. Tickets, which are 
only $3.00 for students, may be reserved 
by calling 798-8685. 
1979-1980 Fine Arts 
CommlttH Now Fonnlng 
The WPI Spectrum Fine Arts 
Committee and the WPI Cine· 
matech Aim Committees are now 
being organized In order to plan 
next year's programs. 
Interested students should sign 
up In the Student Affairs Office. 
We pay 
as you grow 
Many New England L•fe campus repre~entah~es ltnd themselves earnmg 
respectable Incomes while Sh II •n college 
But what s more rmportanrrhiln exit a money 1S the chonce 10 get 8 runn1ng 
stan on your P<l6t graduate career Our 1ntemSh10 pl'ogrl!m 1nvotvos only 8 l•m•red 
amount ol your lime 
Yet when college 1s over. you'll be fully pi'epared lor alullt1me career In tacl. 
you may have up to a years expenence 
Call us today We'll l•nd out nght away 1f you qua Illy 
And 11 you do wtten you re reaoy lor tne busu'lcss world you'll alreaoy be 
on t:Jus•nes~ 
Amoa E. Weagett, lit 
De Young Agency 
Suite 747, I Wetn\st StrMI, 
Worceater, MA01808 
711.()111 ~d 
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Willie Alexander worth the walt 
' Marathon fund raising for WCUW 
by Tom Nicolosi 
Newspeak staff 
Rock 'n roll was at Its wildest and 
raunchiest pitch last Thursday night at 
Sir Morgan's Cove on Green Street as a 
packed house romped and stomped to 
the hard driving beat of Willie Alexan· 
der and the Neighborhoods along with 
Worcester's Blue Moon Band In a con· 
cert to benefit WCUW (91.3 FM), a local 
listener supported radio station. The 
concert was part of a marathon fund 
raising effort whose goal was to raise 
$18,000 In eight days so that the 
station could meet operating expenses 
for the remainder of the fiscal year. 
Last year the station raised $9,000 
from their efforts and received match· 
lng funds from HEW for a power In· 
crease to 180 watts. Besides Thurs· 
day's concert fund raising activities 
Include a concert by NRBQ which was 
held last Sunday at Clark University, a 
pancake breakfast held Sunday Apr. 8 
at the Garden of Delights on Highland 
Street, an Apr. 9 gospel and blues con· 
cart by Sparky Rucker at the New 
England Repertory Theatre, a series of 
dinners on Tues. Apr. 10 at five dlf· 
ferent restaurants In the city, a dance 
the next night at the Elm park Com· 
munlty School featuring Russ Cole's 
Orchestra, a day of completely live 
programming (no turntables or tape 
decks) on Thurs., Apr. 12 and a rock 
and roll dance featuring Slyter at the 
Grafton Hill American Legion Hall on 
Fri., Apr. 13. According to station 
manager Jane Garabedian community 
radio depends on Its listeners for finan· 
clal support since Its format Is totally 
without commercials. "We're trying to 
become a cultural network," said Jane. 
The station promotes local artists and 
offers a variety of public service 
programming Including the only 
Spanish language broadcasts In the 
ci ty. " It's like a family," said Jane of 
the almost entirely volunteer staff 
" They spark off each other and do 
some really creative things." 
Well the creative sparks were surely 
flying through the air at Sir Morgan's 
Cove Thursday night as the Blue Moon 
Band mounted the stage for the first 
performance of the evening . Husband 
and wife Bob and Cathy Peters traded 
vocal leads behind the hard drumming 
of David Lacovelll. The Blue Moons did 
mostly original material the most 
spirited of which was " Ramblln' Rose" 
featuring the vocals of Cathy Peters 
and the walling guitar of Bob. Their first 
set was also seasoned with some 
traditional rockers like Janis Joplin's 
" Take It" and Jefferson Airplane' s 
" White Rabbit." Then a few minutes 
later they came back for another set 
which had the crowd up and stomping. 
Local rocker Crazy Jack of Crazy Jack 
and the Heart Attax also staggered on· 
to the stage to belt out AI Cooper's 
"I'm Eighteen" and by the end of the 
last set Bob Peters was out In the 
audience and on top of the tables 
strumming away. 
After their show Cathy and Bob told 
me about some of their plans for the 
future which Include more "gigs" In the 
Boston area and the recording of a new 
single. Bob mentioned that Cathy start· 
ed playing bass In the band the very 
week that the drinking age In 
Massachusetts was lowered to 
eighteen expressed concern with the 
new law since many of those who go 
see the band perform are In tha age 
bracket that will be affected However 
he was optimistic that some way 
would be found to bring the music to 
the people. 
Not soon enough after the Blue 
Moons finished playing the Neigh· 
borhoods took to the stage led by the 
gu i tar and vocal leads of David 
Minimum along with Careful Mike on 
drums and Jimmy Bowman on bass. 
Their music was Intense high energy 
stuff that just seemed to keep coming 
right at you full volume. It made 
Minimum's claim that they had a 
" raunchier and more aggressive type 
of sound" seem like the Proverbial uh· 
derstatement of the year. However 
raunch wasn't the only thing that the 
lcdandicS 
Big Bargain to Europe 
Just (;ot Bigge& 
IntrodudagWidt-BodY DC-tO Smkt 
to the Heart Of Ea.,..'299 Roundtrip. 
And our great 
bargain price is stal 
the same as before. 
Just $299 roundtrip 
from New Yorll to Lux· 
embou~g, $149.50 one 
way. Price includes an 
exceUent dinner, free wine 
and cognac. No restrictions. 
Tickets can be purchased 
anywhere in the U.S.A. and 
are good for a 
full year. DC-10 
flights leave and 
return five times 
weekly. 
There has 
been one other 
change at Icelandic. We have a 
brand new symbol and have added 
"Jcetandatr" to our name. 
----------------, 
For more inf011nation ~your lnl\el ~t. Or wnte Dept 1 
'I¥C·l96lcelandx: Airlines. P.O. Box 105. \\est Hempstead. NY I 
11552. Or caD toll free. In New York C1ty. 757-8585: 11'1 New 
York State. (1!0()) 442·5910: ei"C!where, ((K)O) 22J.50t!O. I 
NAME -----------------------------
ADDR~~--------------------------
band displayed. Minimum's guitar 
playing was fast and crisp (even with 
his teeth), the drumming of Mike came 
across loud and clear, and Bowman's 
bass strumming just topped off their 
all out performance. "Rock 'n roll was 
made for slapping you In the face," 
Minimum told me before the show. 
"Our music Is like the edge of a knife," 
he said, "It 'll cut right through you." 
By about12:30 the crowd was yelling 
and screaming for Willie Alexander 
who seemed to have quite a large 
following In attendance. He not too 
promptly answered their call, but when 
he did his fana thought It was well 
worth the walt. Willie walked to the 
stage wearing some kind of tin hat and 
a t-shlrt that read "skunk piss." Once on 
stage he had the crowd stomping like 
there was no tomorrow to songs like 
"Big AI," "The Only Time," " Hair," and 
"Radio Heart." Before the show Willie 
explained that he called himself 
" Willie Loco Alexander" after two 
musicians. Joe Loco and Willie Bobo, 
but from his antics on the stage like 
punching out a panel from the ceiling, 
eating part of a poster someone In the 
audience had ripped up and dancing 
with an overflowing beer bottle on 'his 
head I thought that the nickname 
. might also serve a descriptive tunc· 
tlon. "I never know what I'm going to 
do on stage," he told me prior to his 
set, " tonight I might just go out there 
and cross my legs." That he Ceftalnly 
did not do. By the time his encore came 
around the crowd was worked up to a 
fever pitch . For his closing number he 
did a song called "Wormtown" which 
• was the title of an album recorded last 
year at Circe's by local bands Including 
The Blue Moon Band and Crazy Jack 
and the Heart Attax. When he and the 
Neighborhoods walked off the stage 
the place was still buzzing. 1 walked up 
to Brian Goalow, the ·cuw OJ that 
helped set up the concert , he ex· 
claimed "Was that a cultural eYent or 
what I" You better believe It man! 
Rock concert benefits community radio -JohnMeteon 
Ther8 will be 1 meeting of the WPI .chepter of Meauchusetta Public 
lntereGt ReHirch Group (Meu. PIRO) on Wedneedey, Aprill11, 1979, et 4 
p.m. In the deuroom on the lower floor of the project c.rrter. 
Agenda 
1.) Adoption of by·IIWI for the WPI chepter of M111. PIRG. 
2.) eJection of treeaurer end clerk of the WPI chepter of M111. PIRO. 
3.) Form1Uon of commlttM to atudy WPI building heetlng proJect. 
4.) Dlacuaalon of recent M111. PIRO Boerd of Dlrectora mMtlng. 
S.) Toplca from floor. ALL ARE INVITED I 
Department of Civil EnaJneerin& 
Worcester PolytechnJc lnstJtute, Worcester, Massachusetts 
1979 Ovll Enalneertna Colloquium, CITIES, STRUCTUR£.5, and SYSTEMS 
Wednesday, Aprtll5, 1979 
4:00p.m. (Coffee at 3:.-s p.m.) KJnnlcutt 
.. S,.aker. Ronald c. Hirschfeld, President, Geotechnical Engineers, Inc. 
Wlncheltet, Mau. 
Topic: " Profeulonal Uablllty In Englneerina Practice" 
----------l 
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Before"the 
marathon, see I 
the exciting wortd 
of running and jogging 
come alive at 
~ The International t Jogging/Running 
~ Expo APRIL 13-16, )..9 P.M. I COMMONWEALTH PIER, BOSTON 
1 Now, for the first time, an Industry trade show opens ItS doors to 
I the running public. It 's your chance to meet the manufactu~s. 
I prev1ew new products, ask qu~uons, &et answers. Free sermnars every hour. Share nperiences with champ1ons su~:h as I Glenn Cunnmgham, J1m Fiu. Gayle Barron. and many more. 
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NEWSPEAK 
What's Happening? 
· ruesday, Apri11 0 
.iolf vs. Providence/Bentley, away, 1:30 
• 
Baseball vs. Lowell, away, 3 p.m. 
Women's Softball vs. Clark, home, 4 p.m. 
ME Colloquium: "Proliferation Resistant Metallic Fuel Elements for the 
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor - Design Consideration and Prac-
tice", Dr. David Johnson, metallurgist, Argonne National Laboratory; HL 
109, 4:03 (coffee at 4) 
Cinematech: "Three Women", Kinnicutt Hall , 7:30p.m. " A Little Night 
Dancin'' featuring original modern and jazz choreography In Clark's Lit-
tle Center for the Performing Arts, 8 and 10 p.m. Postponed to April 11 If 
Clark's Spree Day. Admission Free. 
Wednesday, Aprll11 
Marathon Race, Cycling Club roller race, Wedge, noon to 6 p.m. 
Tennis vs. Holy Cross, Home, 2 p.m . 
Lacrosse vs. Lyndon State, home, 3 p.m. 
WPI SF Society presents " The House of Wax" and "Colossus, The For-
bin Project", Kinnicutt, 7:30p.m. $1.00 
Dance Night In the Pub 
Thursday, April 12 
Tech Old Timers, Gordon Library Seminar Room, 10 a.m. 
WPI Business Women's Club, " Bring Your Boss to Lunch", Higgins 
House, noon 
Golf vs. Babson/MIT, away, 12:30 p.m. 
. m. 
Clark University's Dance Society presents: "A 
Little Night Dancln" featuring original modern 
and jazz choreography on Tuesday, April 10, at 8 
and 10 p.m. (two shows) In the Little Center for the 
Performing Arts. Free Admission. If 'Spree Day' at 
Clark, It will be postponed to Wednesday, Aprll11. 
Society of Physics 
Students Film Festival 
Place: Physics Lecture Hall. OH107 
Times: 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. 
Playing time, 
minutes 
¥tednesday.April11 
Reel Ptant - Mara 17 
Birth & Dilath of a Star 35 
Wednesday, Aprll18 
The Rutherford Atom 40 
The Hydrogen Atom 20 
Monday, April 23 
Applications of Group Theory 60 
Wednesday, April 25 
Neutrons at Work 29 
Persimmon - A Nuclear Experiment 16 
Monday, Aprll30 
Wave-Particle Duality 22 
How Small Is Small 18 
Thla YHr mart. the first annual SPS Phyalca Aim ..n.a bel"iJ ahown In term 0 . Many of 
these films are aaaoc:latad with Ph 1114 and the lhowlngs are o.,_n to allatudenta, faculty 
andanyonatfN. 
The eubjec:ts of thaaa fllma are both entertaining and educational. The~ range from 
PfObablllty, llght, aatrophyalce, quantum a particle theory to nuclear anergy. 
All showlnga will taka place In the Phytlca Lecture Hall, OH107. On each achadulad deta 
the program will be shown twlca: at 11:00 a.m. and at 7:00p.m. 
Catalog of Unique, Nostalgic, 
and Specialty Items 
MANY COLLECTOR ITEMS 
WITH GOOD INVESTMENT POSSIBILITIES. 
ITEMS INCLUDE: 
Coins, Stamps, Antiques, Artwork, Comic Books, 
Old Records. Old Magazines, Old ,hotos, -
Books, Buttons, and Many Others. 
Send SOC (deductible with first order) to: 
Frank Louis P .0. Box 548, 
Allwood Station, Clifton, New Jersey 07012. 
Friday, April 13 
Good Friday 
Women's Softball vs. Becker Jr., home, 4 p.m. 
Saturday, Apri114 
Baseball vs. Hartford, away, 1 p.m. 
Track vs. Wesleyan/Colby, home, 1 p.m. 
Tennis vs. Babson, home, 1 p.m. 
Lacrosse vs. Colby, home, 2 p.m. 
Pub Entertainment: "Upside Down", 8:30p.m. 
Sunday, April 15 
Easter 
Monday, Aprll16 
Baseball vs. AIC, away, 3 p.m. 
Lacrosse vs. Lowell , away, 3 p.m. 
Senior Rejection Letter Night In the Pub, 8 p.m . Free.draft for each rejec· 
tlon letter. 
Tuesday, Aprll17 
Golf vs. Holy Cross/Assumption, away, 1 p.m. 
Tennis vs. Clark, home, 2 p.m. 
Track vs. Assumption/Ciark/WSC, home, 3 pm. 
Women's Softball vs. Stonehill, away, 3:30p.m. 
Hull Lecture: "Getting Serious about the Transition to Energy through 
Renewable Resources" , Evelyn Murphy, Institute for Politics, Harvard 
Univ., Kinnicutt Hall , 4 p.m. 
Clnematech: "That Obscure Object of Desire", 7:30p.m., Kinnlcutt . 
Fri.·Tuaa., 1, 3:.20, 5:25, 7:80, 10; Frt • .a.t. LeN 
lhow 12:.20. 
AcMamy Award Winner 
Wad.·Thu,.., 1:80, S. Fri.·Sat, 1:30, 
7, 10:30, Sun., 1, 4:10 8, Mon.· 
Tuaa., 1:30, 7:10, 10:30. 
Wed.·Thure., 2, 7:30, 8:66, Fri.· 
Tues., 2, 4:30, 7:30, 8:55 
Wad.·Thura., 1:45, 7:15, 8 :45, Fri.· 
Tun., 2, 4:35, 7:20, 8:45, Fri.·Sat. Late 
Show, 12:05. 
Cine ~- . . . ..... .-~~;~~~~~-.J HAl R [PGJ 
:1 Wad.·Thura., 2, 7:20, 8:45, Fri.-Tuaa. 2, 4:35,9:45, Frt . .S.t. LAte Show 12:05 
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Fri.·Tu ... , 1:16, 
3:20, 6:10, 7:20, 
9 :30, Fri .·Set. 
Lata Show 
11:45. 
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